Formation ying of multiple spacecraft is an enabling technology for many future space science missions. However, the coordination and control of such instruments present many design challenges. This paper addresses the formation ying spacecraft control problem at several levels. We present l o w-level, multi-vehicle, station keeping algorithms and a control architecture to keep the vehicles aligned in formation. We also present a high-level eet planner that creates trajectories e.g. to re-size or re-target the formation and takes into account the limited fuel onboard each vehicle. A coordinator is introduced at the highest-level to ensure that vehicle resources are expended equally within the eet. Algorithms are discussed for each level, with simulations to compare performance. The simulation results are then veri ed on a formation ying testbed. The control design is then discussed with a perspective on the upcoming Orion mission. 1
Introduction
Formation ying of multiple spacecraft is an enabling technology for many future space science missions including enhanced stellar optical interferometers and virtual platforms for earth observing and space science. A distributed array o f simple but highly coordinated spacecraft may accomplish these science goals by allowing longer baselines, which translate into improved image resolution for stellar interferometry or earth-mapping synthetic apertures. Strong interest in the formation ying concept has led to several planned and proposed space missions including: Deep Space 3 2 , Terrestrial Planet Finder 3 , EO-1 4 , TechSat-21 5 , and Orion 1 .
This paper focuses on formation control design with a perspective from Orion, a formation ying mission under development at Stanford 1 . In particular, we i n vestigate several formation control strategies that could be used to coordinate the Orion spacecraft during all mission phases. This paper investigates the high-and low-level control design issues and identi es potential experiments for the Orion mission. Simulation results are presented for several formation controllers and maneuver planners.
Sections 2 and 3 present a n o verview of the Orion mission and a description of Stanford's formation ying testbed FFTB, which provides a very useful means to investigate control strategies on a highdelity hardware simulation in two-dimensions of a three-vehicle spacecraft formation.
The goal of formation ying is for several vehicles to act as a single system. The system task is to maintain a desired formation utilizing the limited resources available on each spacecraft. The combined system can then cooperate to accomplish various scienti c objectives. We divide this task into 2 parts:
1. Formation Keeping initializes the desired formation and maintains it against disturbances.
2. Formation Planning creates trajectories for the formation to follow during maneuvers such a s re-sizing or re-targeting. Formation planning is discussed in detail in section 5. The planner develops trajectories for each v ehicle in the formation given global knowledge of the vehicle states, the set of mission goals, and a de- tailed model of the system e.g. including a model of the orbital dynamics for a LEO mission. These trajectories are delivered to the vehicles in a feedforward sense, i.e. no account is made for unmodeled disturbances or tracking errors in real-time. A key task for the low-level feedback controllers is to keep each vehicle on the desired trajectory. If the deviations from the trajectories are signi cant, then a new plan could be developed for the formation. Simulated maneuvers are presented for LEO and deep space. A formation maneuver is also demonstrated on the FFTB. Section 4 describes the low-level formation keeping control algorithms, and the control architecture which serves to distribute the formation keeping task among the vehicles. Performance of the low-level control is evaluated in simulation and on the FFTB.
Overview of the Orion Mission
The Orion mission will demonstrate formation ying in low earth orbit 1 . The current design calls for 3 micro-satellites 50 cm cube, see Fig. 1 to be launched together. The formation will be initialized and then successively tightened over four mission phases: initialization checkout, parking, coarse formation ying, and precise formation ying. The Orion vehicles have cold-gas thrusters for attitude and station-keeping maneuvers, Carrier-phase differential GPS sensing for precise relative n a vigation, and dedicated computation and cross link communication. Thus the Orion mission will demonstrate and validate many k ey technologies for future formation ying missions. Ref. 1 discusses the mission design in signi cantly more detail. To i n vestigate the guidance, navigation, and control issues associated with formation ying, a testbed has been created at Stanford. The testbed consists of 3 active free-ying vehicles that move on a 12 ft 9 f t granite table top see Fig. 2 . These air cushion vehicles simulate the drag-free zero-g dynamics of a spacecraft formation in a horizontal plane. The vehicles are propelled by compressed air thrusters. Each vehicle has onboard computing and batteries, and communicates with the other vehicles via a wireless ethernet, making them self-contained and autonomous. An overhead vision-based sensing system reports vehicle position and attitude. An indoor GPS-based sensing system performs a similar function, as demonstrated in Ref. 6 . 4 Formation Keeping
Multi-Vehicle Station Keeping
One challenge in designing control laws for a formation of spacecraft is the use of on-o thrust actuators for position control. Due to this nonlinearity in the system, linear control techniques e.g. LQR are of limited usefulness. This challenge can be addressed by designing pulse-width modulation or thrust-mapping schemes that e ectively cause the actuator to behave linearly in a time-averaged sense. Variable-thrust actuators could be used instead of standard thrusters, if feasible; however most conventional missions, including Orion, use on-o type thrusters. Thus, we chose to design control laws that directly account for the on-o nature of conventional thrusters. The control laws described are for position control in one axis, but the results are applicable to three-axis position control for a typical spacecraft with separate thrusters for each axis. Proportional plus derivative PD control with thrust-mapping is presented as a baseline" case. The gains were designed using a linear system model, and then tuned to provide good performance on the vehicles. Another baseline" case is each v ehicle using its own fuel-time optimal control as described in Eqs. 1 3. In this case, each v ehicle is operating independently to reduce the relative state error, but note that they each m ust have knowledge of the relative state. Finally, the two v ehicle fuel-time optimal control is also presented. In each case, the control design variables gains or weights are chosen to attempt to force vehicle 1 to expend 50 more fuel than vehicle 2 for a maneuver of about 15.6 seconds. By xing the duration and fuel ratio, the total fuel use and cost according to Eq. 5 can be compared for each controller. However, the fuel-balance depends strongly on the initial conditions for the rst two controllers. The results from the simulation are presented in Table 1 .
The simulation is based on the formation ying testbed and includes the GPS estimation system with measurement noise based on observed experimental values. GPS measurements are available at 10 Hz, and the estimator and plant are run at 60 Hz. Each of the three control cases mentioned were run on a two v ehicle system with an initial relative From this table, it is clear that the PD control expends a large amount of extra fuel compared to the other controllers. The two v ehicles running independent single-vehicle controllers perform much better than the PD, but this is not as fuel e cient a s t h e 2-vehicle fuel-time optimal control. This intuitive result presents a possible trade-o for the control designer: the extra fuel cost of the single vehicle controller may be acceptable in exchange for the simpli ed controller. This trade-o is explored in Section 4.3. More work is needed to determine how large this di erence is for realistic operating conditions e.g. during a formation maneuver.
The three cases were then tested experimentally on the formation ying testbed. Note that the overhead vision system which has di erent noise and accuracy characteristics than the GPS system simulated was used for this experiment. The vehicles' positions, velocities and fuel use were recorded. Fig. 3 shows the state histories for the three cases. Table 2 shows the performance of each controller on a real system.
The experimental results con rm the performance predicted by the simulation. An interesting source of error is that the vehicle acceleration used in the simulation was optimistic. All vehicles took more fuel to accomplish the maneuver in experiment than they did in simulation. The normalized fuel value in Table 2 is about 50 higher than in Table 1 . The two vehicle fuel-time optimal controller is most sensitive 
Numerical Calculation of Control Laws
The previous section illustrates the bene t of using a control law designed for a particular case e.g. two vehicles and a particular cost function e.g. Eq. 5 compared to linear control or to a combination of simpler controllers. However, the analytic form of the control law that provides the optimal behavior for the weighted fuel-time cost function is very dicult to derive for the case of three or more vehicles. It is not clear that simple analytic expressions for the optimal control laws even exist.
Ref. 8 presented one possible solution to this problem by using a real-time optimization routine that solves an approximate form of the problem. This technique was shown to replicate the performance of the fuel-time optimal controller for the two vehicle case. However, this technique is not guaranteed to be optimal and requires signi cant computational resources to work in real-time. A control law based on switching conditions such as Eqs. 1 3 would demand less computation; however the diculty lies in nding a control law for a given complex cost function for a large numberofvehicles.
This section presents an alternate method for nding control laws based on a numerical optimization technique called Inverse Dynamic Optimization see 9 , pages 362 363. In this technique, points on state variable histories are determined so that the path is optimal according to some cost function. The control histories that produce the optimal path are then found through numerical di erentiation of the state variable histories. In other words, a general cost function is speci ed, and then an optimal 4 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics trajectory along with the control history that produces it are found for some initial condition. In this way, a family of optimal trajectories can be determined. Given the on-o nature of the actuators in our system, it is feasible to create a su cient n umber of these optimal trajectories to determine the appropriate control behaviors and especially the switching times for a wide range of cases.
This technique is rst applied to the single vehicle case to illustrate the steps. We start from Eq. 4 without knowledge of Eqs. The limitation on this technique is that even a small number of trajectory segments requires a large amount of computation. Thus the switching lines found using the inverse dynamic optimization will be approximate. However, the switching lines from this technique can then be used as an initial guess for the optimal control law. The lines could be varied and tested in a conventional forward dynamic simulation to nd the true lines to within a desired tolerance. Using this technique, the value for the coe cient i n Eq. 3, which should equal 4 1+4 , w as determined to within 2 by the initial curve t, and then within 0.0001 using the forward dynamic simulation.
Note the inverse dynamic optimization nds the optimal form of the control, i.e. the bang-o -bang nature of the solution is clear from the optimal trajectories. Once this is known, re ning the exact shape and location of the switching lines for each is straightforward, even for a many-vehicle system.
The inverse dynamic optimization has the additional bene t that if the correct form of the control law i s k n o wn, i.e. if we knew the form of the coecient i s a b+c in Eq. 2, it can be used to nd the constants. This produces a general control law i.e. As another example, consider the three vehicle case with the cost function J = Z t f t0 1+ 1 ju 1 tj+ 2 ju 2 tj+ 3 ju 3 tj dt 16 An analytic solution for the optimal control law is not known to be currently available 10 . A trajectory was found for this 3-vehicle cost function using inverse dynamic optimization. Fig. 6 shows the time histories of the relative positions and velocities for the vehicle pairs: 1 & 2 , a n d 2 & 3 . Fig. 7 shows the optimal control history for each v ehicle. It is immediately obvious that each v ehicle follows a bang-obang trajectory. Each v ehicle coasts for a di erent time period, and they leave coast mode in the reverse order from which they entered i.e. vehicle 2 starts coasting rst and is the last to stop coasting. The state histories The control designer can run this optimization for a grid of initial conditions to generate these trajectories over the state region of interest. This could be used to construct a family of switching conditions. These conditions can then be used directly for control, or they can serve as the initial guess for standard optimization techniques with conventional dynamic simulations. This technique may be applied for any cost function and any n umberofvehicles.
Control Architectures
A single control law for the entire formation such a s if the three vehicle control law in Section 4.2 were implemented on a 3-vehicle formation o ers the best performance in terms of a cost such as in Eq. 16, however such centralized control is quite demanding in terms of inter-vehicle communication and knowledge of the system states. 2 For a formation ying mission with limited computation resources such a s Orion, a distributed control approach might be necessary.
Several candidate control architectures from centralized to fully distributed could be used for the eet control system. The architecture selection would be based on determining which design meets the minimum performance requirements with the least cost in terms of communication and computation. Of course, factors such as robustness and exibility play an important role in the design decision as well. The recent i n terest in coordinated motion in robotics, aerial and land vehicles, as well as spacecraft formation ying has generated numerous approaches, which are brie y summarized below.
Ref. 12 discusses cluster geometries for satellites in geosynchronous orbit. There are constraints on the spacing of the satellites and on the location and size of the cluster. Formation keeping control is not discussed in the paper, but it is clear that any formation control scheme would have to focus on the absolute Earth referenced satellite motions because the orbital dynamics dominate the motions of the satellites. We refer to the method where formation geometry is controlled by carefully controlling the orbit of each satellite as absolute control.
Ref. 13 discusses control of aerial vehicles ying in formation to take advantage of reduced total aerodynamic drag. A centralized approach i s compared to a leader follower" technique where each vehicle maintains a xed o set relative to the vehicle ahead of it in the formation. The vehicle at the lead of the formation maintains its absolute position and the rest maintain formation with respect to the leader directly or indirectly, thus we refer to this as a leader-referenced architecture. Refs. 14, 15 discuss coordination strategies for groups of mobile robots. Strategies based on combined leaderreferenced and nearest neighbor" where each nonlead vehicle moves based on its position relative t o one or more other vehicles in the formation architectures are applied for troop maneuvers, formation initialization, and target capture. 2 Note that it has already been shown 11 that the GPSbased estimation problem grows rapidly in complexity a s t h e number of relative estimation states increases. 
In summary, w e h a ve the following control architectures candidates:
1. Centralized -Each v ehicle moves based on all relative states in the formation. on a formation ying mission such as Orion. However for a formation of more than 3 vehicles, there are other alternatives between the fully centralized and the leader-referenced cases. In particular, we propose a hierarchical control architecture that divides a formation of vehicles into smaller sub-formations. Each sub-formation has an internal control architecture as well as external inputs that allow the subformations to y in formation with each other and to follow absolute commands. Fig. 9 shows two possible hierarchical control architectures. Case A shows a hierarchy of two 2-vehicle sub-formations. Vehicles in the sub-formation maintain relative station e.g. using Eqs. 1 3 as well as following an external input which could be either an absolute control or the relative location of another sub-formation. Thus each vehicle will have to combine two sets of command inputs e.g. using Eq. 17. Case B illustrates two 3-vehicle subformations; each sub-formation is the same as the centralized formation in Fig. 8D .
The control architecture plays a key role in the performance of the formation. This is illustrated by the experiment in Section 5. Control architectures such as those in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for missions with 4 or more vehicles should be compared by the mission designer based on factors including: control performance, fuel cost, fuel balance, exibil- ity, robustness, and sensing requirements. Di erent architectures may be used during di erent mission phases e.g. Orion may use an absolute architecture for its initial phase and a centralized architecture for its precise formation phase. Note that the work in Ref. 6, 11 clearly showed that the choice of an estimation architecture must be strongly linked to the choice of a control architecture. Ref. 6 discusses estimation architecture choices and computation demands for GPS-based relative sensing. Orion will serve as an excellent testbed for comparing control architectures on-orbit.
Formation Coordinator
The previous sections have discussed the low-level formation keeping control laws and how they are used for formation control in conjuction with a suitable control architecture. However, while the role of the control parameters e.g. 's and 's available to the control designer are clear, it is not clear how t o choose them or how they should vary over the course of the mission in response to the formation resource state. A mission controller on the ground could perform this function for a simple, short-term mission e.g. Orion. But an autonomous agent o n board the spacecraft would allow for higher bandwidth operation as well as reducing controller work load and down-link requirements.
The coordination activity resource allocation occurs slower than real-time; the coordinator tracks performance as well as vehicle resource states and periodically adjusts the control parameters in keeping with the goals of the mission. One major goal is fuel-balancing: the burden of maintaining the formation should fall on the vehicles with the most fuel remaining. The coordinator is responsible for meeting this goal as well as other mission-speci c performance goals. Current w ork is focused on the design of this autonomous formation coordinator within the control architecture.
Formation Planning
One of the key characteristics of the control system is that the spacecraft must be able to perform operations that require coordinated motions of the eet. This characteristic requires a planning algorithm that can address the problem of trajectory generation, and in the process, develop thrust sequences for individual and groups of vehicles. However, with disturbances, an open-loop control involving only formation planning will not be su cient. Thus the control scheme in Fig. 10 consisting of both a feedforward planner and a feedback controller is required. The primary objective of the formation planner is to accomplish the desired goal formation initialization, resizing, or recon guration while minimizing the most important spacecraft resource: fuel.
As shown in the gure, the planner stage can update the formation trajectories in real-time depending on the estimated locations of the vehicles. It would be computationally very intensive t o continuously update the formation plan throughout a maneuver to account for disturbances or modeling errors. However, the following section discusses a computationally feasible trajectory planning algorithm that uses the linearized model of the relative dynamics in orbit or deep space. The approach poses the formation planning problem as a linear program LP, which can be solved very quickly and e ciently with standard solvers. For certain planning problems, the LP formulation has clear advantages when compared to nonlinear programming techniques e.g. computation time grows very slowly with increasing eet size or maneuver length 19 .
For the formation planning problem, the motion of the vehicles within a eet can be referenced to each other or to a control point. In either case, the individual maneuvers correspond to the vehicles moving from known initial relative locations to speci ed nal relative locations under a time constraint. Note that the planning must also account for speci c limitations and constraints for any of the vehicles in the eet.
The linearized relative motion of spacecraft in neighboring orbits is described by the well- Given these linearized dynamics, we can now pose the problem to be solved by the formation planner. In particular, the objective is to minimize the amount of fuel used to take the vehicles from an initial set of relative states x0 to a nal desired con guration y des in n time steps. By using discrete convolution, the basic formation planning problem can be posed as min kuk 1 subject to Formation resizing & recon guration: One of the basic requirements for deep space interferometry operations is the ability to recon gure the formation during aperture lling maneuvers 24, 25 . Fig. 11 shows an example of a recon guration maneuver where the vehicles are moved to a second formation while minimizing the total fuel used by the eet. In this scenario, the collector vehicles, which have just completed an aperture lling maneuver, are moved to the new con guration that is 1 unit relative distance in both x and y from the combiner spacecraft. to pick a n y desired maneuver time based on a given trade-o characterized by 1 and 2 .
The fuel balance between vehicles in the eet can be adjusted using the weights on fuel usage c in the cost function of Eq. 26. In Fig. 11 , the maneuver on the left side is designed with equal weights. However this causes a large di erence in the fuel consumption between vehicles 1 and 3. To reduce this e ect, the maneuver on the right side is designed with weights of 1, 2, and 6 on the fuel usage of vehicles 1, 2, and 3. Although this results in an increase in the total fuel used by the eet 14, it provides a much more evenly distributed allocation of the eet re- sources fuel of vehicles 1 and 3 within 6, thereby increasing the operation life-time see Table 3 .
While linear programming for formation planning is very general and can be used to solve many problems with xed initial and terminal constraints 24 , it has its limitations. In particular, extensions such as maintaining xed relative distances throughout a maneuver involving both translation and rotation, introduce nonlinearities to the problem structure. This e ect can be observed from kinematics of relative motion that include both translation and rotation. The following presents another application of LP to design maneuvers for LEO spacecraft. The third example then investigates alternative solution techniques for these nonlinear problems.
Formation initialization, requires that the eet of satellites be taken from their parking or initial orbits to some desired con guration in a fuel optimal sense. Figure 13 shows an example of this maneuver with three satellites. The vehicles are initially located in a parking orbit with a 200m in-track separation. The objective is to locate them on a closed-form solution of the Clohessy-Wiltshire equations 23 with a circular relative ground track 200m radius. The vehicles are initialized to this con guration with respect to a control reference frame, 200m infront of the lead vehicle.
In the nal con guration, the satellites are phased at 120 , resulting in constant relative ground track and xed relative separations on an Earth projection. However, it is expected that di erential drag and J 2 e ects will cause secular perturbations from this closed form solution and require a feedback control system to track the desired locations. The control scheme shown in Fig. 10 could then be used to maintain the vehicles at the desired relative positions on the orbit.
In the proposed control scheme for formation ying, formation planning presents the high-level control architecture above a l o w-level control based on tracking. We h a ve shown that linear programming can be used to solve many of the formation planning problems based on distributed satellite systems. Basic maneuvers related to such planning problems include formation initialization, recon guration, and resizing. These linear solutions can be used to provide good initial guesses for the nonlinear optimization of more complex maneuvers.
Formation retargeting: For the rigid body motion problem, the basic structure of the formation planning algorithm is carried out with the inclusion of constraints that the vehicles keep xed positions with respect to a local reference frame attached to the lead vehicle. To implement this maneuver on the FFTB, the vehicles are initially separated by 1 m. The objective is to complete a collective 9 0 turn and translation maneuver to a new desired location in 40 seconds while keeping the arm length error to within 5 of the original baseline. With these constraints, the problem is nonlinear, and the formation retargeting maneuver experimental run shown in Fig. 14 was solved by using the CONSTR algorithm 9 , which is based on a SQP solver. The formation is initially located at the bottom with the leader vehicle 1 located to the left moving to the top and vehicle 2 is below and to the right of the leader.
The primary di culty with nonlinear optimization for this problem is that it is not particularly efcient and it requires a good initial estimate of the thrust pro les to produce a useful trajectory. Thus the LP solution is used to produce an approximate initial guess leader fuel-optimal 8 . We can generate the thrust sequence by solving for the fuel optimal trajectory of the lead vehicle. The thrust proles of the follower vehicles can then be derived from the relative kinematics assuming rigid body motion. By iterating on the thrust limits of the leader vehicle, we can ensure that the follower vehicles do not exceed their available thrust limits. This technique provides a good initial estimate for the CONSTR algorithm. Fig. 15 shows the resulting leader-fuel optimal solution as captured in experimental run on the FFTB.
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American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Table 4 summarizes the fuel usage of the vehicles as a result of the feedforward forces generated from the planner for the simulated maneuvers. The fuel amounts are normalized with respect to the fuel used for continuous thrusting in one direction for one second. The formation-fuel optimal solution results in a 1 4 :3 savings in fuel compared to the leader-fuel optimal solution. Also, note that, the fuel usage of the leader vehicle increases by 14:8 where as the fuel usage of the follower vehicles decreases by 7 :5 and 38:9 from the initial estimate.
The leader and eet fuel-optimal maneuvers were both implemented on the formation ying testbed using the control scheme in Fig. 10 . The planner supplied a pre-calculated initial plan in the form of The regulation for the vehicles is generated onboard at 60 Hz. For the leader vehicle, the feedback is based on the error in desired position and velocity with respect to a control reference frame. The feedback for the follower vehicles is generated from the relative position and velocity errors with respect to the leader vehicle. Table 5 presents the 1-error in lead vehicles position and orientation, and also the errors in relative distance of the follower vehicles for both experimental runs. The results show that we have met the desired 5 error bounds on the arm lengths. Table 6 summarizes the fuel usage of the vehicles as a result of the experimental feedforward forces generated from the planner. The di erence between the experimental and simulated feedforward forces is a result of the fact that the available minimum impulse bit is 1 60th of a second long and a ceiling approximation was used for the on o control of the thruster valves. Thus for a maneuver length of 40 seconds, this causes an error of approximately 1.33 units of fuel per direction worst case approximation.
Finally, T able 7 shows that the eet fuel-optimal maneuver uses less fuel than the leader fuel-optimal The reason for such a di erence in the fuel used when compared to the feedforward totals is directly related to the control architecture selection. The current architecture implemented on the FFTB is based on a leader-referenced relative control, thus the leader's position and orientation errors major error source propagate through the relative control chain. This increases the fuel used by the follower vehicles for feedback control. For the leader vehicle, which is controlled with respect to the table reference frame, the initial plan provides a very fuel ecient path and feedback provides minor corrections due to disturbances and modeling errors. If the plan can be redsigned in real-time, then it might be possible to reduce this overall increased fuel usage for the eet.
In the experiments conducted we h a ve shown an implementation of a leader-referenced control architecture and identi ed several key issues regarding formation ying control. In architectures based on relative control, propagation of errors from the lead vehicle results in increased fuel usage of the follower vehicles and probably requires that the planner update the formation plan in real-time. In cases with no plan updates, the formation fuel usage will be dominated by the follower vehicles. This has a direct impact on mission life due to the large fuel imbalance and will require a formation coordinator mechanism to address this resource allocation problem. 6 
Conclusions
In this paper we h a ve examined the design of a formation control system including low-level formation keeping algorithms and high-level resource coordination algorithms. Two planning algorithms have been developed and applied to several typical formation maneuvers. Simulation results show fuel-balancing can be achieved by the planner using weights chosen by a coordinating agent. A retargting maneuver was investigated experimentally on the 2-D FFTB. L o w-level control algorithms were also compared experimentally for two vehicles. A method for obtaining optimal control laws for three or more vehicles was presented. The control architecture design was investigated, and the need for a high-level coordinator to manage formation resources was highlighted. Thus many aspects of the formation problem have been analyzed and these results will be applied to Orion.
